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ABSTRACT

Judy Angelo
THE FUTURE OF PRINT AND ELECTRONIC PERIODICALS IN HIGH SCHOOL
MEDIA CENTERS
2003/04
Dr. Marilyn Shontz
Master of Arts in School and Public Librarianship
The main objective of this study was to determine if southern New Jersey public
high school media centers had reduced, increased, or left the same the number of print
and electronic subscriptions to periodicals. The selected periodicals that were available
online through EBSCOhost were compared to those purchased in print format by high
school media specialists. Questionnaires were sent to 70 South Jersey high school media
specialists, asking about their print and electronic periodical usage, and their storage
procedures, if any, for back issues of periodicals. The media specialists were asked to
comment on their behaviors. The data were analyzed using Microsoft Excel. The study
found that there was a gradual, but definite trend away from print periodicals and toward
electronic periodical databases for research purposes. For entertainment and news,
however, librarians reported that students preferred to read print periodicals in the media
center rather than use electronic access. The fact that electronic versions of these
periodicals were available free online did not seem to influence length of storage times.
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CHAPTER 1
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Significance of the Topic
High school media centers in New Jersey are fortunate to have access to the
electronic periodical database, EBSCOhost, with the cost paid by the state government.
This service and others like it help to ensure that students have access to thousands of
journal articles published in the last decade. The variety of information in these databases
far surpasses the information in print periodicals that can be stored by even the largest
high school media centers. Unlike print collections, electronic databases require less
media specialist time to maintain and no extra physical space. With this easily accessible
new resource, the time has come to evaluate the usefulness of many of the print
magazines that are traditionally purchased each year by high school media centers.

Purpose of the Study
The main objective of this study was to determine if southern New Jersey public
high school media centers have reduced, increased or left the same the number of print
and electronic subscriptions to periodicals. The selected periodicals that were available
online through EBSCOhost were compared to those purchased in print format by high
school media specialists. This report concludes by providing recommendations for
reducing duplication, if any, in print and electronic purchases, or reasons for continuing
this duplication if warranted.
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Research Questions
High school media specialists who are members of the South Jersey Regional
Library Cooperative were surveyed about their patrons' use of periodicals in print and
electronic format. Questions answered included:
Question One: Which of the selected periodical titles were available on the EBSCOhost
electronic database and were also available in print form at high school media centers?
Question Two: How did high school media specialists characterize the use of print
periodicals?
Question Three: Did high school media specialists change their buying habits as a result
of the greater availability of electronic databases? These high school media specialists
were asked if they have decreased print subscriptions and if so, why.
Question Four: What recommendations did those surveyed make to others who are in
charge of making periodical purchasing decisions in high school media centers?

Definition of Terms
Periodical:A publication that appears regularly in a series and at certain intervals, such
as a magazine or newspaper. Each issue typically contains a mixture of articles, stories,
reviews, or other writings by several different contributors (McCain & Merrill, 2001).
For the purpose of this study, the term magazines will be used interchangeably with the
term periodicals.
Online database: An information collection that shares a common characteristic such as
subject discipline or type. These collections are published electronically by public or
private database producers and made available for interactive searching and information
retrieval (McCain & Merrill, 2001). For the purposes of this study, the term electronic
2

database is used interchangeably with the term online database. The term electronic
database does not refer to CD- ROM databases unless specifically noted.
School library media program: A program that encompasses all of the resources and
activities through which the library media staff translate the mission into reality. The
educational goals and objectives of the school determine the activities and resources
included in the library media program (AASL, 1988).
Library media center: An area in a school that contains varied formats of materials and
equipment with programs and services provided by a library media specialist and
additional staff as needed and as funds are available (McCain & Merrill, 2001). For the
purpose of this study, the terms school media center and school library are used
interchangeably with library media center.
Library media specialist: The professional administrator of a library media center who
has the appropriate degree and meets the requirements for state certification (McCain &
Merrill, 2001). For the purposes of this study, school media specialist, media specialist,
and school librarian have the same definition as library media specialist.
High school: a school (grades 9 through 12) following grammar school (New Webster's,
1991).
South Jersey Regional Library Cooperative: (SJRLC) A library membership
organization including over 600 academic, institutional, public, school, and special
libraries in Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, and
Salem Counties.

3

Assumptions and Limitations
This study was limited to public high school media specialists whose schools
were members of the South Jersey Regional Library Cooperative. It was assumed that all
had some print periodical subscriptions, and were also using the free electronic database
EBSCOhost, and possibly others. It was also assumed that high school students need
periodicals for both recreational and instructional purposes, and that library media
specialists who were contacted would respond honestly to the survey.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The Importance of Periodicals in High Schools
New Jersey schools have had available to them free use of the EBSCOhost
electronic periodical database for several years, but some high school media centers have
had online periodical database searching for a much longer period of time. In spite of the
advent of electronic periodical databases for school media centers, there is evidence that
the market for teen magazines in print is strong. "The growth of youth-oriented
magazines has...increased steadily over the past quarter century, but never as fervently as
in the past few years" (Fine & Kinney, 2000, p. 40).
Junior versions of adult magazines like Teen People and Cosmogirl are read by
many high school students, and some of the companies that publish weekly
newsmagazines aimed at adults are now publishing versions for adolescents. Two of
these periodicals are Teen Newsweek and Upfront. Magazines such as these are similar to
the adult versions, but with the content altered slightly to reach a younger audience.
Critics of teen newsmagazines like Teen Newsweek and Upfront complain that the
publishers' primary interest in this market is to lure clients who advertise to teens, and to
build an audience of young people who later may become loyal readers of the adult
versions of these publications. Some educators acknowledge these points, but still see
magazines as valuable educational materials. One of these educators commented:
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We adopt textbooks every four or five years, so they can't have coverage of recent
events. Weekly and monthly publications allow us to make comparisons between
past and present, to focus on current events that have roots in historical events.
Plus, the magazines have certain legitimacy in the students' minds. They're real
things, not textbooks (Kaplan, 1999,

¶ 32).

Newsmagazines like Time and Newsweek are found in supermarkets, newsstands, and
airports; they are part of the larger world outside of school. Unlike electronic periodical
databases and even many print magazines, newsmagazines seem to be a part of the real
world, in other words "legitimate" in a way other publications may not.
Quite a few of the newest magazines are aimed particular segments of the teen
audience. Latingirl's articles deal with fashion, dating, relationships and entertainment-the kinds of topics addressed in such magazines as YM and Seventeen. This magazine,
however, emphasizes Hispanic culture and values. Black Beat is geared toward black
students, or at least to students who like listening to R & B, rap, and other contemporary
African-American music (Fine & Kinney, 2000, 1 9).
Other new rivals to YM and Seventeen are Jump, TeenStyle, and Twist. All five of
these magazines are similar in format and style. All contain tips on make-up, dating,
fashion, school, and personal relationships, and all have sleek, colorful layouts and short
features designed to grab the interest of teenagers (Fine & Kinney, 2000, 1 34).
It seems logical for school media specialists to continue to buy or add magazines
such as these to their high school media center collections, since they seem to be very
popular with teens and help promote reading among this age group. They also answer
personal questions that are difficult for teens to have addressed. "Teenage magazines
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provide accurate information about sexuality that some kids want to know but won't ask"
(Bertin, 1998, t 14).
An argument made for keeping print versions of magazines in school media
centers is that they motivate otherwise reluctant students to read. In her.article From
Boys' Life to Thrasher: Boys and Magazines, Ruth E. Cox suggested that these print
collections may actually need to be increased rather than decreased. "With research and
general observation indicating that boys prefer informational type materials, especially
magazines, a re-examination of the leisure reading materials purchased by libraries is in
order" (Cox, 2003, [ 10). She noted that boys' preference, in general for magazines had
been observed in Scottish, English and Canadian schools as well as those in the United
States. Subjects that the boys liked to read about in magazines included video games,
sports, hobbies, and music. Cox commented on a 2002 study done by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development Observer that further bolstered the case for
magazines:
A recent study done by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, surveying students in 30 countries including the United States and
Canada, indicated that this is an ongoing trend worldwide. Magazines and
newspapers are topping the list of preferred reading material for both boys and
girls.... (Cox, 2003,

¶ 7).

School librarians Dale Buboltz and Ruby Ling-Louie advocated the retention of
print copies of magazines in school libraries. Their junior high school attempted to
"capitalize on the appeal of magazines as a means of motivating students to read for
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recreation and information"(Buboltz & Ling-Louie, 1992, 1 1).These authors argued that
their junior high school students found it pleasurable to read magazines because they:
*

provide a quick, hands-on mix of stories, facts, illustrations, letters and ads;

*

invite action through imperative statements to write to so-and so, do this puzzle;
fold this page, cut along this line;

*

employ a concise and popular style of writing;

*

speak to current and focused topics and

*

appeal to many levels of reading ability (Buboltz & Ling-Louie, 1992, [ 3).
Magazines lead a double life. Unlike most books or other media, older magazines

can be given to teachers for use in classrooms, and ultimately used to create collages or
other educational artwork. A negative aspect of buying print copies of magazines is that
many, if not most must be stored and kept for varying lengths of time, thus using valuable
space as well as time. Buboltz and Ling-Louie provided several tips, including how to
select magazines that students will use, and how to determine which magazines, once
purchased, were actually being read. They recommended students be asked what
periodicals they like to read. If one student recommends a magazine, it may be one that
some other students will enjoy (Buboltz & Ling-Louie, 1992,

¶ 8).

Buboltz and Ling-Louie suggested teacher requests be considered and scrutinized
in the same way. In order to see if anyone is reading the more scholarly magazines,
Buboltz and Ling-Louie suggested attaching a note to the inside of the magazine with the
message "See the librarian for $1.00" (Buboltz & Ling-Louie, 1992, [ 8). If no one
claims the dollar in a month or two, the magazine is obviously not being read. In spite of
good intentions by teachers, magazines that are not read are of little value to librarians.
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These authors advised media specialists to constantly evaluate their collections to see
what was being read and what was being ignored. As the curriculum changes, the
magazine collection needs to be reconsidered (Buboltz & Ling-Louie, 1992, i 14).
Buboltz and Ling-Louie also pointed out that the biggest problems with
magazines were theft and overuse. Very popular magazines fall apart or are missing
before the next issue arrives. Although these are major problems, they are also
testimonials to the popularity of these publications. One argument against the purchase
of too many magazines was that they sometimes must be promoted. Students may not be
aware that a school media center has just started receiving TransworldSkateboarding
unless it is promoted with displays, bulletins and/or announcements (Fine & Kinney,
2000, 1 9).
It can be concluded that at least some print versions of periodicals are needed in
high school media centers. These print periodicals provide certain benefits that the
electronic versions do not offer. In summary, some of these benefits were:
*

Boys, who are sometimes considered reluctant readers, are attracted to magazine
articles, especially those dealing with games, sports, and music.

*

Girls are attracted to magazines offering articles about subjects such as dating,
fashion, beauty, school and relationships. The colorful, glossy layouts and pictures
are enticing to this group.

*

Special interest magazines such as Black Beat and Latingirl are attractive to certain
segments of the teen population. These magazines help promote reading and literacy
among these students.
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*

Teen magazines like Dream Girl appeal to the emotional and creative side of
adolescents by providing literary outlets for teens' expressions.

*

Teens are able to get quick, factual information about subjects such sexuality and
birth control through the reading of some teen magazines. Students who might be
embarrassed to check out a book dealing with issues such as these may be less
embarrassed to be seen reading a teen magazine.

*

High school students read news magazines to keep up with current events and to
tie historical events to those happening today.
Research on the Use of Periodicals
In order to determine what types of magazine subscriptions should be retained in

print by media centers, it is helpful to look at studies that have been done in this area. A
point made by Peterson in her study, A Survey of the Use of Periodicals in the Middle
School Library (1979), was that radio, movies, and especially television have taken time
away from magazine reading by high school students, but not enough to be a danger to
this genre. Referring to television viewing, Peterson wrote:
Periodicals have even survived this threat, too. They have won this through visual
appeal and brevity, especially for young adults. They do this by using a lot of
colorful pictures and short articles. These articles deal with pressing social
problems of the day for young adults, the fashions of the day, the kinds of cars
and motorcycles that are popular, and the latest record hits and their performers
who are the favorites at the time (Peterson, 1979, p.4).
Peterson noted that one of the major appeals of magazines to young adults was the
profusion of colorful layouts and advertisements. In the 1970s, color television lured
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away many magazine readers, and it is probable that the color animated graphics of
computers today have siphoned off even more magazine readers (Peterson, 1979, p.4).
In her study of middle school library periodical use, Peterson mailed packets of
questionnaires to six Burlington County, New Jersey, middle schools. Each of these
packets contained ninety questionnaires for students, and one questionnaire for the
librarian. The librarian was asked to distribute a group of questionnaires to a seventh
grade language arts class, and a group of 30 questionnaires to an eighth grade language
arts class. The language arts teachers were to administer the questionnaires. Three of the
six schools responded. A total of 229 students completed the questionnaires, which
asked students about the magazines they were most likely to read for pleasure, and those
that they would most likely read for reports (Peterson, 1979, p.5).
Peterson also inquired about the other reasons that magazines might be chosen.
(Peterson, 1979). She found that middle school students, overall, used magazines more
for pleasure reading than for reports. Some students in this 1979 study used the Readers'
Guide to PeriodicalLiterature to search for information, and the majority of those using
this index eventually used Time, Newsweek or National Geographicmagazines for their
academic reports. The number of students using the periodicals in this manner was small,
however, when compared to the number of students who used periodicals for diversion.
The latter group reported reading publications such as Ebony, Teen, Sports Illustrated,
Cycle, Hot Rod and Seventeen. Peterson also noted that some students cited other reasons
for magazine reading, such as the desire to keep up with fashion trends and current
events, for health and beauty tips and for advertisements and photographs. Some ordered
merchandise from magazines. Peterson wrote, "They, for the most part, primarily think of
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periodicals as an escape tool because of their visual appeal and brevity"(Peterson, 1979, p
4). Although some of these needs could be served by as well by online databases, not all
can be duplicated online.
An Analysis of the Magazine Requests of Students in a High School Media Center
by Elizabeth M. Kenny (1991) began by examining previous studies that had been
conducted in this area. The methods used by high school and college and university
libraries to determine what magazines to keep and how long to keep them was the
question studied. One of the methods used earlier was a citation study, conducted by M.
Carl Drott, Jacqueline C. Mancall, Raymond W Barber, and Tracy D. Robinson in 1980
in which students' bibliographies were examined to determine what types of magazines
were actually used (Kenny, 1991, p.9). This procedure was not entirely reliable, however,
because it did not take into consideration the magazines that were read by the students,
but not included in their reports or bibliographies, and it failed to consider magazines that
were needed and requested by students, but never delivered by the librarians.
By sending questionnaires to school librarians and their students, an early
researcher, Walter Crosby Eells, writing for the Wilson Bulletinfor Librariansin 1938,
was able to identify which magazines were most widely read and enjoyed. Students were
asked to list their favorite magazines to read, while the librarians were asked to list the
magazines they felt were best for the students. "As might be expected, the titles that the
librarians felt were valuable were not the ones that the students valued...."(Kenny, 1991,
p. 10).
Over an 8-month period in 1991, Kenny analyzed 3,924 magazine requests by
students. She determined that 96% of those requests were for periodicals less than 5 years
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old. Ninety percent of the students' requests were met by having 45 different magazine
titles, titles, going back 17 years. It must be kept in mind that in 1990- 1991, periodical
databases online or in CD-ROM form were not yet commonplace in high school libraries.
This illustrated that most of the information needed by students from periodicals was
fairly recent, and from a comparatively small number of magazines (Kenny, 1981, p. 1 1 ).
While it may be possible for some high school media centers to store back issues
of 45 titles on file for five years, such a task would be difficult for schools with smaller
staff or less space. Very few media centers today keep magazines on file for 17 years or
more and most students must look for alternatives to print copies of periodicals.
Interlibrary loans may satisfy some students' requests for magazine articles, but this
process often requires too much delivery time for effective use. It is obvious that some
print magazines are vital to high school media centers' collections, but not all magazines
subscribed to in print versions are used by students.
Many of the technological changes that have come to libraries and media centers
in the last few decades have been developed and implemented first in academic libraries.
These changes in procedure have later become more commonplace in high school media
centers. A paper given at the annual conference of the North American Serials Interest
Group in June 2003 gave the results of a survey completed at two universities and eight
other organizations, including the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The second
of this two-part study involved the gathering of surveys that had been sent to members of
the American Astronomical Society (AAS). One thousand, five hundred and five
members responded to the survey. The primary purpose of this study was to determine if
patrons of these university libraries and members of these professional organizations had
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changed their journal reading patterns from print to electronic versions over the last
decade. The second reason for this study was to have participants rate electronic journal
features. The authors of this study explained that:
It can be expected that this widespread availability of electronic journals and
electronic sources will have some effect on the reading patterns of scholars. This
paper reports on surveys of reading patterns over time to show how electronic
journal collections are changing reading patterns and what patterns...do not
change with the availability of electronic journals or electronic articles (Boyce,
King, Montgomery & Tenopir, 2003, It 5).
The authors found that medical practitioners seem to be the only group who
preferred print journals. The majority of those in other fields preferred journal articles
that were easily accessible online. They also found that the factors that affected readers'
choices were ease of use, the importance of attributes of the journals, the awareness of
the journals and the usefulness of the information (Boyce, King, Montgomery & Tenopir,
2003, [ 46). The authors concluded that the move from print to electronic journals that
has occurred in the last decade has been largely a success in getting more information to
professional readers. The last study done with AAS members found that electronic
journals would become more valuable as time goes on. It is interesting to note that this
trend holds up across all age groups (Boyce, King, Montgomery & Tenopir, 2003, m37).
Since patron age did not seem to be a factor in the preference for electronic rather
than print journal articles; it may be that even teenagers prefer electronic versions of
periodicals. Further study must be done.
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Statistics on the Use of Electronic Resources
It would be informative to look at studies which have been done in the past which
compare print and electronic versions of magazine articles in high school media centers,
but since none exist, it is necessary to look elsewhere for insights. A study done by
Marilyn L. Shontz and Marilyn L. Miller for the October, 2003 issue of School Library
Journalcompared spending trends in high school media centers. The results were
compiled from surveys sent to 1,496 school library media specialists who were selected
randomly from the School Library Journal'ssubscription list. Those media specialists
who responded represented 574 schools. The mean and the median amount of money
spent annually on periodicals per media center were given for 5 different surveys,
including the most recent. The following results were reported:
Mean and Median Expenditures for Periodicals, All Funding Sources
*

Study

Number of respondents

Mean

Median

*

1993-1994

568

$1,529

$1,000

*

1995-1996

536

$1,308

$900

*

1997-1998

502

$1,492

$1,000

*

1999-2000

533

$1,500

$1,030

*

2001-2002

574

$1,423

$1,000

(Miller & Shontz, 2003, p.54-55)
Since the prices of magazine subscriptions seldom go down over time, it can
be inferred that dollar amounts must increase some each year just to maintain the same
magazine collection. The drop in periodical expenditures from 1993-1994 to 1995-1996
seems to indicate a reduction in the total number of print subscriptions. The amount of
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money (and possibly the number of subscriptions) inched up in 1997-1998, and again in
1999-2000. Expenditures (and probably subscriptions) fell again in 2001-2002. This
decrease came at a time when state and national economies were in an economic
recession. Many schools' budgets were reduced at this time, so the drop in expenditures
was not surprising. It was rather disturbing to note that the median periodical expenditure
for 2001-2002 was $1000, which was the same as the median eight years earlier. It seems
that, overall, that the number of school media centers' periodical subscriptions was
probably kept close to previous levels or decreased in the period from 1993 to 2002.
In the same 2001-2002 study, Shontz reported separately on 181 randomly
selected high schools to determine what online databases were used in the media centers
(Shontz, 2002). Not all of the high school media specialists answered all of the
questions, but of those who did, it was found that 171, or 95.5 % had Internet access.
This study also found that of all of the high school media specialists who responded, 48
were from the Northeast. Based on the answers of those responding, the results of the
survey were:
All high school media specialists:
*

94 (52.8%) used Ebsco

*

40 (22.5%) used e-library

*

53 (29.8%) used Facts on File

*

29(16.3%) used Firstsearch

*

65 (36.5%) used Galenet

*

62 (34.8%) used Infotrak

*

7 (3.9) used NetLibrary

(n=181)
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*

30 (16.9%) used News Bank

*

47 (26.4) used Proquest (Silverplatter)

*

None used Scholastic Net

*

98 (55.1%) used Sirs Researcher

*

12 (6.7%) used Wilsonline

*

99 (55.6% used state and regional databases)

*

55 (30.9%) used other databases
It should also be noted that 73, or 40.8% reported using ebooks and ejourals

(Shontz, 2002). These data demonstrated that it was likely that over half of the high
media centers in the United States subscribed to at least one online database from which
full text reprints from periodicals might be retrieved. It is possible that 100% of these
high schools have some type of online periodical database, but it is also possible that
some schools have 5 databases and others have none. That question was not answered by
this survey. The 55.1 % of high schools that used Sirs Researcher and the 52.8% that
used Ebsco indicated that the high schools media centers that were capable of providing
electronic magazine articles to their students were in the majority. Forty-eight of the 181
high school media centers studies were in the Northeast, which includes southern New
Jersey, the region on which this current study focused.
Many of the students who today are high school age have grown up with
computers. Among 15-17 year olds in the United States, 93.4% used computers in 2003,
and over three-quarters used the Internet according to a recent National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES) study (Kleiner & Laurie, 2003, p. 4). Although differences
in Internet use existed among students of various racial and socio-economic groups, in
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general, high school students were frequent Internet users. There was evidence of a
"digital divide", or a marked difference between the Internet and computer use teens from
high income, highly educated white families and that of teens from minority and/or
parents from lower socio-economic groups. That difference, however, was less noticeable
among 15-17 year olds than in other age ranges, largely due to computer use in school.
Gender no longer seems to be a factor in computer use, and it was estimated by the NCES
that the number of secondary schools in the United States with Internet access is now
close to 100% (Kleiner & Laurie, 2003, p. 18).
The great majority of those secondary schools had broadband Internet
connections. According to Kleiner and Laurie (2003, p.38), 18 % of secondary schools
reported that students may borrow laptops for a week at a time, and 55 % of schools
provided Internet access for students after regular school hours. This study also found
that 93 % of secondary schools had school websites by 2002 (Kleiner & Laurie, 2003, p.
30).
Summary
"The procedures and principles of print- based informational management,
retrieval, and use remained largely unchanged for thousands of years, until two decades
ago" (Kapitzke, 2001, p. 450). The transformation that has occurred in informational
management, retrieval and use in this time period has been undeniable and dramatic. The
rapid growth of online materials was responsible for much of this change.
The literature review revealed that print copies of certain magazines attract teen
readers and fulfill important functions in high school media centers that cannot be
duplicated by other media. Over the years spending on print periodicals has not
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increased. As students in the last decade have become more proficient and have better
access to online materials in school and home, it is likely that they will be more willing
and able to use online periodical databases than they have in the past. Colleges,
universities and professional organizations have increasingly moved away from print
toward online resources.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Design Justification
"The survey is a group of research methodologies commonly used to determine
the present status of a given phenomenon" (Powell, 1999, p.57). Since this study looked
at the current print periodicals and the current online periodical database subscriptions, a
survey was chosen as the most appropriate means of data collection. One type of
exploratory survey, the experience survey seemed to be particularly well suited here.
"Experience surveys, as the name suggests, gather and synthesize the experiences of
specialists and/or practitioners in a particular field....The researcher's primary interest is
in gaining provocative ideas and useful insights" (Powell, 1999, p.59).
This study asked professional high school media specialists to report their
observations of students' magazine use. It also asked them to use their professional
judgement to make decisions about purchasing and storing periodicals. This study
gathered and synthesized the opinions and comments of selected professional high school
media specialists. Through the use of tables and charts, a clear picture of the use of print
and electronic periodicals in southern New Jersey high school media centers emerged.
Sample
All of the public high school media specialists who were members of the South
Jersey Regional Library Cooperative (SJRLC) made up the sample. This group of
approximately 70 members was too small to be randomly sampled, and therefore the
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entire group was surveyed. Private and parochial schools were excluded for several
reasons. These schools tended to have much smaller student populations than public
schools, and were more likely to have smaller budgets for periodicals. It was also likely
that some of the parochial schools would exclude publications that they felt were
inconsistent with their faiths and include church based materials that would not be found
in public schools.
Questionnaire Design
The high school media specialists surveyed were first asked if they subscribed to
the common online database, EBSCOhost MasterFilePremierthat was provided free by
New Jersey to schools in the state. This database contained full text and abstracts from
1,950 magazines titles, dating as far back as 1975. It was important that all of the
respondents have access to the same online database source. If a school media specialist
did not subscribe to this database, the remainder of his or her answers was discarded (see
Appendix A).
The high school media specialists surveyed were next asked if the number of print
periodicals and the number of electronic databases had increased, decreased, or stayed the
same in the last 2 years. An opportunity for comment was given. They were asked if they
had cancelled print subscriptions to magazines in the last 2 years, and if so, what the
major reason was for dropping the subscriptions. Respondents were asked to indicate the
most important reason with a "1", the second most important reason with a "2", and so
on. If one of the reasons listed was not important or did not apply to their situation, it was
to be indicated with a "0".
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The major portion of this survey was a chart of 50 print magazines that had
equivalent electronic versions on the EBSCOhost Masterfile Premier database.
Respondents were first asked if they received each of the 50 magazines, and then a series
of questions about each title. The media specialists were to record if each of the titles was
used primarily for research or recreational use based on their observations of students.
They were then asked if the periodical was rarely used, and if so, if they planned to keep
it or discontinue it. Respondents were asked if they stored back issues of the magazines,
and if so, approximately how long they were kept on file. Lastly, respondents were asked
to comment on any recommendations they might have for other high school media
specialists for building and maintaining collections.
Data Collection
A pretest of this survey was done by a retired high school media specialist, a
middle school media specialist, and a panel of 5 working librarians and school media
specialists. The initial round of surveys was mailed on Thursday, February 5th. It was
hoped that the bulk of the surveys would be returned by February 18th . On February 20th,
e-mail reminders were sent to those media specialists who had not yet responded and who
also had e-mail addresses on file with SJRLC. Those surveys received by March 8th were
included in the results.
The cover letter (see Appendix B) simply introduced the researcher and gave the
reason for the survey. It also asked that the surveys be returned in the stamped, addressed
by February 17th, and concluded by thanking those who answered.
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Reliability and Validity
Respondents were asked to distinguish among two or more variables that were
happening at the same time. The survey was reliable because the results could be
replicated if the group was surveyed again, but only within the same academic year. The
number and type of magazines a media center receives may change each year, and if so,
the results of this survey would be different. It is reasonable to assume that the results
would be nearly identical if the same media specialists took same survey again in the
same school year. There is no guarantee of external reliability, but it is possible that high
school media specialists in other parts of the state or country would answer similarly to
those in the SJRLC. Although there were certainly many personal differences among
those responding to this survey, professionally they were a fairly homogeneous
population. All were college graduates with teaching credentials, and all were
responsible, to varying degrees, for administering high school media centers.
This survey measured what it was designed to measure: whether print periodical
subscriptions and online periodical database subscriptions have been increased, decreased
or stayed the same, and why. It also determined which print subscriptions were
continued, even though a corresponding electronic version was available. It also gathered
information about which magazines were stored, and for what length of time. Finally, it
solicited comments from media specialists about building and maintaining periodical
collections.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Procedures
The questionnaires were initially mailed to media specialists on February 5th,
2004. Approximately 33 of the 70 were returned by February 19th. The media specialists
who had email addresses and who had not yet replied to the survey were contacted by
email on February 20th. They were reminded of the survey and were asked to respond.
Three of those contacted by email requested that duplicate copies of the questionnaire be
mailed to them. Two of those media specialists asked to have the questionnaire emailed
to them.
One of the 70 questionnaires was stamped "Invalid Address" and returned
unopened by the post office. Another questionnaire had to be eliminated from the
tabulations because the librarian answered "no" to question 1 "Does your media center
subscribe to the EBSCOhost MasterFile Premier online periodical database?" Fortyseven questionnaires, or 67.1% of the original 70, were returned by March 8th.
Microsoft Excel was the program used to analyze the data. The original
questionnaire asked about 50 titles of magazines that were included in the EBSCOhost
MasterFile Premier database. Unfortunately, it was later determined that 5 of these titles
had ceased publication, although articles from previous issues could still be retrieved
electronically. These titles were InfoWorld, Computer Life, Nation'sBusiness, Omni, and
PopularElectronics. Another magazine, InternationalWildlife, was still in publication,
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but under a new name. For this reason, those 6 titles were eliminated from the data
analysis. Another title, ZooBooks was also eliminated from the data analysis because no
media specialists received it. A total of forty-three titles were included in the final data
analysis.
Statistical Analysis
Thirty-eight of those responding to the question "What is your position?"
indicated media specialists or library media specialists (81%), seven, or 15% indicated
that they were librarians, and two (4%) did not answer the question (see Figure 1).
Question 2 asked media specialists if their print periodical collection had
increased, decreased, or stayed the same in the last two years (see Figure 2). Of those
responding, 49% percent reported that their print collections had decreased, 13% reported
an increase, and 38% indicated that their collections had stayed the same. Some of the
respondents commented that they had replaced underused titles with others that were
more appropriate to their situations. One comment was "[Stayed the same] although
titles have changed" (Survey 24). Many of those responding to this question gave
reasons why the print collections had decreased in size. Some of the comments were
"Less money in my overall budget caused the decrease" (Survey 68), "[We] dropped
some titles that are now indexed on EBSCO and not usually used by our patrons",
(Survey 53), and "the magazine collection has decreased because some were not read"
(Survey 63).
Question 3 asked media specialists if their number of electronic periodical
databases had increased, decreased, or stayed the same in the last 2 years (see Figure 3).
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A slim majority of those responding (twenty-four, or 51%) indicated that their number of
databases had stayed the same, while twenty-one (45%) reported that there was an
increase, and two (4%) indicated a decrease. Some comments given were "[The] trend is
for increased electronic media which saves space and research time" (Survey 68), and
"Kids are more inclined to access info on computer" (Survey 34).
Media specialists were then asked about the major reasons for dropping or
discontinuing print magazine subscriptions (see Figure 4). The most important reason,
given by twenty-six, was that the magazine was not read by enough people to continue
the subscription. Seven gave online availability as the major reason, six indicated that the
most important reason for dropping a magazine was that it changed its format and was no
longer appealing, and two each noted that the magazine or magazines were too expensive
or out of print. Three dropped subscriptions for other reasons, or said that it did not apply
to their situations.
When asked what the second most important reason for dropping subscriptions
was, respondents were nearly evenly split. Ten answered that the magazine was no longer
in print, while nine each chose reasons 1 (online access to that magazine is available), 2
(not read by enough people), and 3 (expense).
Media specialists were then asked about the third major reason for dropping or
discontinuing print magazine subscriptions. The top two groups of respondents chose
reason 3 (expense, chosen by nine), and reason 1 (online access, chosen by eight).
Many of the respondents gave no response when asked about the fourth and fifth
most important reasons for dropping magazines subscriptions. The reason with the most
responses for the fourth in importance was given by seven respondents (magazine format
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Figure 4: Major reasons for Discontinuing Subscriptions
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changed). This same reason was given as fifth in importance by nine respondents. This
was the highest number responding to this category. Forty-two of the 47 media specialists
and librarians wrote "0" or nothing at all in the space in front of the last choice (other
reasons, or does not apply to the situation).
Respondents were next asked to answer a series of questions about the 43 selected
magazine titles (see Figures 5 through 13). Data for InfoWorld, Computer Life, Nation's
Business, Omni, PopularElectronics, InternationalWildlife, and ZooBooks were not
included in these charts.
On each of the nine charts in Figures 5 through 13, the first column on the
left indicates that the respondents received the magazine title indicated at the bottom
of the column. The magazine titles received by the most respondents were Consumer
Reports (44), Time, (44), Newsweek (42), National Geographic (42), Good Housekeeping
(36), PopularMechanics (36), PopularScience (36), People (34), Motor Trend (32), and
American Heritage (31).
The second column on each of the charts in Figures 5 through 13 indicates
the magazines were used primarily for research purposes. The top magazines used for
research purposes were National Geographic(31), Newsweek (30), Time (28), Sporting
News (28), American Heritage (24), U.S. News & World Report (20), PopularScience
(20), Wrestling (20) Health (18), and Psychology Today (17).
The third column reflects the magazines that respondents indicated were used
primarily for leisure reading, rather than for research purposes. Those named most often
in this category were Time (35), People (34), Newsweek (34), Ebony (34), Popular
Mechanics (31), Good Housekeeping (31), Skiing (28), Motor Trend (28), Seventeen
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(26), and Consumer Reports (26). Three magazines that were received by less than half
of the respondents also scored high in this category. Track & Field was received by 23
respondents and 19 of them indicated that it was used primarily for leisure reading.
Nineteen respondents received Rolling Stone, and 18 of them indicated that it was used
primarily for entertainment. Fifteen of the 18 respondents who received YM said that it
was used mostly for leisure reading.
The fourth column from the left on each of the figures represented the
respondents who indicated that the magazine was rarely used, but they planned to keep it
nevertheless. The magazine titles in this category include National Geographic(10),
National Wildlife (8), PopularScience (8), PopularMechanics (6), Ebony (6), U.S.
News & World Report (6), Newsweek (5), and Scientific American (5). Golf Digest, Good
Housekeeping, Career World, and Readers' Digest were each named by 3 respondents
in this category.
The fifth and last question asked respondents if they planned to
discontinue subscriptions of magazine titles that were rarely used. This question did not
elicit many "yes" responses. Respondents listed five magazines that were most likely to
be discontinued due to the perception that they were underused. These magazines were
Prevention, which was cited twice, and Readers'Digest, PopularMechanics, National
Wildlife, and American Heritage,each of which was mentioned once.
The magazines that were stored the longest were National Geographicand American
Heritage (see Figure 14). Many of those responding indicated that their National
Geographicmagazines were stored indefinitely. Comments included "back to the early
1900's" (Survey 67), "since 1925" (Survey 60), "since 1961" (Survey 28), and
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Figure 14 Average Storage Times (Months)
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"keep indefinitely" (Survey 50). American Heritage is also kept for very long time
periods by some high school media specialists in South Jersey. One media specialist
noted that American Heritage was kept "forever, or until space runs out" (Survey 17),
while others commented that "we have it bound" (Survey 34), and "[keep] indefinitely"
(Survey 22).

Not all media specialists, however, stored these two periodicals for long

periods of time. Three respondents kept only 12 months of American Heritagebefore
discarding, and four respondents kept only 12 months of National Geographic.
Perhaps more surprising were the titles of some of the other magazines that were
stored for long average periods of time, including Rolling Stone (68 months), Consumer
(51 months), Science (47 months) National Geographic Traveler ((45 months), U.S News
and World Report and Newsweek (both stored for 43 months), and Time (40 months).
Stored for the shortest lengths of time were BMX Plus (15 months), GolfDigest (21
months) Baseball Digest (22 months), Nature (22), and TransworldSkateboarding (24).
Quite a few of the respondents (eight, or 17%) stored all of their magazine titles for the
same length of time, regardless of the nature of the magazine. Two of the 47 stored all of
their magazines for one year, two stored all of their magazines for two years, one stored
them for "2-3" years (Survey 37), and one each for three, four, and five years. An
additional 3 media specialists did not store any back issues. One of these media
specialists explained "we recycle to students and staff when the new issue comes
in"(Survey 2).
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Librarian Recommendations
The final question asked of media specialists was "what recommendations do you
have for other high school media specialists for building and maintaining periodical
collections?" Probably the most common type of recommendation was to buy
magazines that were requested or that students enjoyed, rather than ones used primarily
for research. Comments included the following:
"Get magazines that students enjoy reading, not just those that will be used for research.
If a magazine doesn't get read, it's worthless" (Survey 68).
"I am now buying magazines for recreational reading primarily" (Survey 17).
"In order to promote recreational reading, we surveyed the students and added the
periodical titles that were of the greatest interest to them. We discontinued
research titles" (Survey 22).
"[I recommend that you] don't forget to serve the leisure reading interest of your
students. If one student is inspired by an article in print, it was worth the
subscription" (Survey 31).
"[I recommend that you] make sure hard copy periodicals are relevant to your staff and
students. Always consider suggestions by students and staff for new periodicals."
(Survey 36).
Another type of comment referred to the increased reliance on online resources
for research. Comments included:
"We discontinued research titles that are now available online in full text, the format
preferred by our students" (Survey 22).
"[I recommend that you] get it online if you can for the obvious reasons" (Survey 34).
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"With full-text articles now available online, we may continue to discontinue rarely used
periodicals. We are going to discard all but the last two years of most magazines
presently on file.

Would recommend that online usage be considered before

purchasing magazines purely for research" (Survey 28).
"EBSCO has made periodical research so easy and convenient. Periodical budgets can be
decreased and used for recreational items" (Survey 50).
"Almost all archived/back issues should be in electronic format because of convenience,
storage space, and labor issues" (Survey 55).
A third major category of responses dealt with storage issues. One media
specialist felt that hard copies should be kept as long as space permits, while others felt
that back issues should be give away rather than stored. A few of these comments were:
"We are now in the process of evaluating our collection and we will no longer archive
back issues longer than one year. We also allow students to check out back
issues. We also give away back issues to students and teachers at the end of the
year-it's good P.R." (Survey 64).
"[I recommend that you] make periodicals accessible to students and staff. If you are not
archiving or keeping them on file, recycle for staff to use" (Survey 59).
"[I recommend that] magazines in special areas be given to teachers in that area" (Survey
9).
Although a few media specialists had opposite opinions on these issues,
these were the three major trends that concerning recommendations and comments from
media specialists.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The overwhelming majority of those responding to this questionnaire were in
professional positions in their schools, either library media specialists or librarians.
When asked about their collections, it was found that slightly less than half of them
had decreased the size of their print collections. Some indicated that they had dropped
a few titles and replaced them with others, but the size of their overall collections
remained stable. Since the majority of the respondents who commented wrote that
they tended to choose titles that students enjoyed reading, or that were requested,
while only one wrote that he or she purchased periodicals primarily for research, it
seemed that few are purchasing more print periodicals for research purposes.
Considering that 96% kept the same number of electronic databases, or added
more, it seemed that most media specialists were successfully using these products. A
slim majority had increased their number, so the trend seemed to be towards more,
rather than less use of these databases. They did not, however, seem to be increasing
at a brisk pace.
The answers given to Questions 2 and 3 seemed to indicate that there was a
slow, yet definite trend away from print periodicals and towards electronic versions
for research purposes in South Jersey high school media centers. This did not mean
that media specialists preferred electronic versions for access to all periodical articles.
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According to the responses given to this questionnaire, media specialists still
considered print periodicals a vital part of their collections.
Use of print versions of periodicals in South Jersey high school media centers
continued to be high. As noted earlier, teens seemed to enjoy the format of
magazines, and were often more likely to read this type of media for entertainment
(Buboltz & Ling-Louie, 1992, T[ 1). According to the South Jersey high school media
specialists who answered this questionnaire, it appeared as though they believed high
school students continued to prefer print versions for leisure reading.
Although some library media specialists appeared to be dropping
subscriptions because the electronic version was available on EBSCOhost, they
seemed to be discontinuing titles that were underused anyway. The amount of student
use each magazine title received appeared to be the factor that most determined
whether it was kept or discontinued. Titles that were popular for both leisure reading
and research, like Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News & World Report, for example,
were kept by most library media specialists even though the same information was
available free in electronic versions. For publications such as newsmagazines, which
were read both for pleasure and information, the type of media preferred depended on
the student's reason for the reading. Print copies were preferred for browsing and
entertainment.
For information gathering and research, librarians said students preferred to
use electronic databases on computers, because they perceived that method to be
faster. It seemed as though the trend was toward the increased use of online databases
when information was the goal. The fact that publications were available online
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seemed to be a minor, not major factor in the decision to discontinue subscriptions.
For the media specialists who dropped magazine subscriptions, the major reason was
lack of use by enough students to warrant continuation. Changes in format also
seemed to be a minor reason why subscriptions were discontinued. The expense of
some subscriptions was a concern to some media specialists, but it was not of major
importance to most of them.
It seemed that National Geographic was still received by a majority of the
media specialists, although 10 of the 31 respondents who received it reported that it
was rarely used. The reason that so many continued to receive and store it for long
periods of time was unknown. Tradition appears to play a role in librarians' decisionmaking. National Geographicmagazine appears to hold a revered position by some,
though not all, media specialists and librarians, akin to the "elder statesman" or
"patriarch" of the magazine world.
The major weekly newsmagazines, Time and Newsweek, and to a lesser
degree, U.S. News & World Report, appeared to be the type of print periodical most
widely used in South Jersey high school media centers. According to the respondents,
the print versions of these newsmagazines were used extensively by students both for
entertainment as well as research. This finding leads credence to earlier comments by
Kaplan. Perhaps, as he notes, students like the news magazines because "weekly and
monthly publications allow us to make comparisons between past and present, to
focus on current events that have roots in historical events. Plus, the magazines have
certain legitimacy in the students' minds"(Kaplan, 1999, 1 32).
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CareerWorld was received by quite a few of the media specialists (13), but
three of those reported that it was underused. Even more (27) received Scientific
American, but six of those said that it was also rarely used. It may be that media
specialists continued these underused subscriptions because the information provided
in the magazine has considerable educational value.
Another publication received by nearly all of the respondents was Consumer
Reports. It was somewhat surprising that only 4 of the 44 who received it indicated
that it was primarily used for research. Perhaps patrons were using the online
Consumer Reports when researching particular purchases, and were reading the print
version for entertainment as reported by 26 of the respondents.
Good Housekeeping, another publication received by the majority of the
media specialists (36), was used by almost all for leisure reading. Media specialists
may also be continuing to purchase this magazine because of tradition. Its relative
low cost may be an additional factor.
When considering the top print magazines used for research purposes, the
perennial favorites, American Heritage and National Geographic, as well as the news
magazines were listed. Not too surprising were Health, Psychology Today, and
PopularScience. At first glance, Sporting News and Wrestling seemed like unusual
choices for research purposes. In some schools, however, students who miss physical
education classes may read articles from sports magazines in order to make up for
their absences. If this is the case, the high numbers using these publications for
research make sense.
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For entertainment, it was not surprising that People, Ebony, Good
Housekeeping and Seventeen were named by a high number of respondents. As was
mentioned earlier, print versions of Time and Newsweek were reported read by media
center patrons for similar purposes. PopularMechanics was another publication that
librarians reported that students seemed to like to browse through rather than to read
online. A lower percentage of the respondents received Rolling Stone, YM and Track
& Field. Almost all respondents reported that the majority of patrons who read these
publications did so for entertainment.
Eight of the respondents said that they planned to keep National Wildlife even
though it was rarely used. A possible reason for this decision was because that type of
publication, with lots of photographs and diagrams, is extremely useful in the
construction of art and science projects. In some cases, the recycled periodical may be
as useful as it was in its original intact version. Once again, the influence of tradition
on purchasing decisions must be considered. It is very possible that media specialists
were reluctant to discontinue certain subscriptions for this reason.
Storage times varied widely and seemed to depend mostly on individual
circumstances and philosophies. Some commented that they kept all of the hard
copies for which they had space; others kept no back issues at all. The magazines
that were used primarily for leisure reading were those that tended to be stored for the
shortest periods of time. Those publications that media specialists perceived to be
used primarily for research purposes were stored for the longest time periods. The
fact that all of these publications were accessible online did not seem to be a factor
affecting the storage time.
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In summary, there was very gradual shift from print to electronic periodicals
for research purposes in South Jersey high school media centers, but there did not
appear to be a shift to electronic periodicals for leisure reading. Media specialists
seemed to like the security of having current and stored print copies of periodicals.
They did not appear to be pressuring students to switch to online resources. Perhaps
these were the reasons why the changeover from print to electronic has been slow in
coming to South Jersey high school media centers.
Recommendations for Further Study
Media specialists should teach students to use electronic periodical databases
such as EBSCOhost, and should encourage their use for all research or information
gathering. Media specialists might discontinue magazine subscriptions that have
electronic versions and are used primarily for research purposes, and use those funds
for other purposes.
Additional studies need to be done to see how often media specialists actually
use the back issues that they have stored. Although the results of this study indicated
that media specialists thought patrons use print versions of news magazines for
research purposes, it would be interesting to determine quantitatively how often
archived print copies of magazines were actually requested and used.
It would also be interesting to compare the electronic periodical database
usage of students who have had instruction in these databases to the usage of students
who have not been trained in their use. Would student use of electronic periodical
databases increase if their level of comfort and proficiency increased?
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This study asked high school media specialists to comment on their
observations of student use of print periodicals and electronic periodical databases. It
might be informative to ask students directly about their use of these media. Students
could be asked if they preferred to use electronic or print versions of periodicals for
research, and if they preferred print or electronic versions of periodicals for
entertainment.
Another interesting idea would be to update the 1979 Peterson study that was
discussed in Chapter 2. Peterson hypothesized that radio, movies, and television had
taken time away from magazine reading by high school students, but she found that
magazine reading actually continued to very popular among the middle school
students that she studied. More than a quarter of a century has passed since Peterson's
study and, with the advent of computers, VCRs, and DVDs, students have even more
ways to spend their leisure time. Would students report continued interest in reading
magazines for entertainment?
Overall, this study showed that most South Jersey high school media
specialists were reluctant to make the changeover from print periodicals to electronic
versions, even when the latter is a better choice in terms of time, space, and labor. It
may be time to admit to the redundancy and get rid of all of these stored back issues
of magazines. Like a child learning to ride a bicycle, the time comes when one must
leave the training wheels behind.
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Survey #
What is your position? (School media specialist, librarian, other)
1. Does your media center subscribe to the EBSCOhost MasterFilePremieronline periodical database? (circle one)

Yes

No

2. In the last two years, has your print periodical collection: (circle one)
Increased

Decreased

Stayed the same
to0

Comments:
x
3. In the last two years, has the number of electronic periodical databases (circle one):

o
C

Increased

Decreased

Stayed the same

En
rt
i-.

0

-

Comments:

4. How many print magazine subscriptions have you discontinued in the last 2 years?
5. What were the major reasons that you dropped print magazine subscriptions? Please indicate which reason is most important with "I", second
most important with "2", third most important with "3", the fourth most important with a "4", and the fifth most important with "5"If a statement
gives a reason that is not important or does not apply to your situation, indicate that with a "O".
People can access articles from that magazine online, so a print version is unnecessary.

_____

The magazine was not read by enough people to warrant its inclusion in our collection.

_____

The subscription to this magazine was too expensive to be continued.

_____

The magazine is no longer in print.
The magazine changed its style or format, and no longer appeals to students or staff.

_____

Other reasons (please
describe)
-- - --- - -__ _ _,
or

6. These magazines are all available in print versions and full-text on EBSCOhost MasterFile Premier.. Please indicate if your media
center receives the print version of each magazine by indicating Y or N. From your observations, indicate (with a/), if the magazine
is used by students mostly for research, mostly for recreational reading, rarely used, but will be retained, rarely used and plan to
discontinue. In the last box, please indicate if you keep the magazine on file ("N" for no, if yes, please write in approximate time kept,
i.e.: 6 mo., 5 years, etc). Thank you very much for your help!

Title
American
Heritage
Baseball Digest
BMX Plus
Career World
Computer Life

Consumer
Consumer
Reports

Receive?

Research Use

Recreational Use

Rarely used, but

Rarely used, plan

Kept on File (length

plan to keep

to discontinue

of time)

Title
Ebony
Essence

Football Digest
Golf Digest
Good
Housekeeping
GQ
Health
Hockey Digest
InfoWorld
International
Wildlife .
Motor Trend
National
Geographic
Traveler
National
Geographic

National Wildlife
Nation's Business

Receive?

Research Use

Recreational Use

Rarely used, but
plan to keep

Rarely used, plan
to discontinue

Kept on File (length
of time)

Title
Nature
Newsweek
Omni
Parenting
People
Popular
Mechanics
Popular
Science
Popular
Electronics
Prevention
Psychology
Today

Readers' Digest
Rolling Stone
Science
Science News
Scientific
American

Seventeen

Receive?

Research Use

Recreational Use

Rarely used, but
plan to keep

Rarely used, plan
to discontinue

Kept on File (length
of time)

Title

Receive?

Research Use

Recreational Use

Rarely used, but
plan to keep

Rarely used, plan
to discontinue

Kept on File (length
of time)

Skiing
Sporting News
Sports Illus for
Women
Tennis
Time
Track &
Field
Transworld
Skateboarding
Travel & Leisure
Travel Holiday
U.S. News &
World Report
Wrestling USA
YM
Zoobooks

7. What recommendations do you have for other high school media specialists for building and maintaining periodical collections?

Please return it to this address by February 17th or as soon as possible: Judy Angelo, 184 Country Club Drive, Lumberton, NJ 08048
Thank you very much for your participation in this survey. I appreciate your time and effort.

Appendix B: Request for participation in study
Judy Angelo
184 Country Club Dr
Lumberton, NJ 08048
February 5, 2004
Name
Address of Library
Town, NJ Zipcode
Dear Media Specialist:
This is a request for your participation in a research project whose purpose is to
investigate and document the use of print periodicals and electronic periodical databases
in high school media centers in southern New Jersey. This study is part of the
requirements for my Master of Arts degree in School and Public Librarianship from
Rowan University.

For your contribution, you will be asked to complete and return the enclosed
questionnaire. Please know that your participation is completely voluntary and
participation will result in no risk to yourself or others. While you may chose not to
participate, the results of this research will help secondary school media specialists better
manage their periodical collections. All of the results will be kept completely
confidential. The original surveys will be destroyed within 30 days after the completion
of data collection.

Please feel free to contact me, Judy Angelo, with any questions you may have. You may
also contact Dr. Marilyn Shontz (856-256-3400x3858) my Rowan University faculty
advisor. Your participation does not imply an employer-employee relationship exists
between you and the state of New Jersey, Rowan University, or me.

Sincerely,

Judy Angelo
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Appendix C: Subjective responses to Questions 2, 3 and 7.
Question 2: In the last two years, has your print periodical collection: (circle one)
Increased Decreased Stayed the same
Comments
[The magazine collection has increased as we are] trying to get magazines students
enjoy. (Survey #2)
As a technical school, we attempt to keep our teaching staff up-to-date with careerarea periodicals, keep student interest with teen leisure reading, and provide
professional periodicals in all areas. (Survey #10)
The print periodical collection has [stayed the same], but it is not used like in the
past. (Survey #20)
[We have thel same number of periodicals, but [a] different mix. [The] current
collection reflects more student interest titles for pleasure reading. (Survey
#22)
[Stayed the same] although titles have changed. (Survey #24)
As we discontinue something we usually order another periodical in its place. (Survey
#28)
The same number of subscriptions-the titles have changed. (Survey #29)
[The print periodical collection has decreased] very little, and not because of budget
limitations, just because some periodicals were not being used. It will likely
increase next year. (Survey # 31)
Kids are more inclined to access info on computers. (Survey #34)
I've ordered more.. (Survey #35)
[The periodical budget has decreased] because of budgetary constraints-I am trying
to subscribe only to essential and popular magazines. (Survey #36)
[We] added one or two, [and] one or two [were] discontinued. (Survey #37)
My budget is too tight and I can't justify expenditures for magazines that are read by
less than 5 people. (Survey #38)
We always add and delete based on usage and requests by students and staff.
(Survey #44)
Spin was discontinued due to its content, inappropriate language and cover.
(Survey #46)
This is my second year in the district and I did not make too many changes for the
year. For every subscription I dropped, I replaced it with something I felt
was more needed. (Survey #47)
I no longer order any "research" periodicals. Mostly our periodicals are for pleasure
reading. (Survey #50)
[We] dropped some titles that are now indexed on EBSCO and not usually used by
our patrons. (Survey #53)
The print periodical collection has increased because I] found a less expensive
subscription service! (Survey #54)
Much weeding has been done so many of the titles were replaced and new titles
added. (Survey #59)
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The magazine collection has decreased because some were not read. (Survey #63)It
will be decreasing in the 2004-2005 school year (Survey #64)
[Decreased] mostly due to budget restrictions. (Survey #65)
We used money freed by SJRLC offers to buy other magazines popular with students.
(Survey #66)
Less money in my overall budget caused the decrease. (Survey #68)
Question 3: In the last 2 years, has the number of electronic periodical databases
(circle one) Increased Decreased Stayed the same
Comments
[I] got rid of microfiche/film from the past [that was] not being used. (Survey #15)
[We] added Opposing Viewpoints. (Survey #22)
The usage [of electronic periodical databases] has increased. We subscribe only to
EBSCO now. (Survey #28)
Kids are more inclined to access info on computer. (Survey #34)
We've added new databases such ax Newsbank, NoodleTools, [and] Contemporary
Authors through GaleNet. (Survey #59)
Again, the regional [cooperative] has greatly augmented what we offer. (Survey #66)
[The] trend is for increased electronic media which saves space and research time.
(Survey #68)
Question 7: What recommendations do you have for other high school media
specialists for building and maintaining periodical collections?
[I recommend that you] use electronic DB which is available through [the] Internet at
home. (Survey #1)
For research purposes the students are most comfortable with online sources. EBSCO
is what I push for projects. I tried to get magazines the students will read. We
are open to the students during their lunch periods. Many chose us over the
cafe. We recycle magazines to students and staff when the new issue comes
in. We started that this year and it's working well. (Survey #2)
[I recommend that other schools] feel free to lend them. Whenever space, etc. allow,
arrange comfortable reading area around the periodicals. File only as space
and definite need dictate. (Survey #3)
[I recommend that you] try to balance periodicals for research and recreational use.
(Survey #4)
Many students cannot afford magazines and enjoy reading. I also let magazines
circulate. For research articles most will use EBSCO and not the print.
(Survey #8)
[I recommend that] magazines in special areas be given to teachers in that area
(Survey #9)
[I recommend that you] review [the] collection yearly, get impute from students and
staff regarding requests and opinions, and make changes as you see fit. Watch
usage on leisure magazines to make determinations. (Survey #10)
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Magazines are used every day. No matter how many computers we have, or how
many databases, we will continue to offer print periodicals. (Survey #15)
I am now buying magazines for recreational reading primarily. (Survey #17)
For learning disabled students, it is easier to use the print copy of a magazine than
looking at a computer screen. My students do not use the periodicals on
EBSCOhost for leisure reading. They would prefer the print copy.
EBSCOhost is primarily used for research. (Survey #18)
[I recommend that you] determine usage from your building-research, pleasure
reading, etc. Determine budgetary allowances; invest in online databases
(EBSCOhost, etc) to assure research capability for your building. [I
recommend that you] store back issues so that they are easily accessible, affix
colored tape to upper left corer and date. (Survey #19)
[I recommend to] always keep hard copies if you have the space! at least for a
couple of years. (Survey #20)
In order to promote recreational reading, we surveyed the students and added the
periodical titles that were of the greatest interest to them. We discontinued
research titles that are now available online in full text, the format preferred
by our students. (Survey #22)
[I recommend that you] chose magazines that have appeal (they rarely use for
research; they use databases and the Internet. (Survey #24)
We subscribe for research use only, not for leisure reading, as research is our primary
focus. (Survey #26)
[With] full-text articles now available online, we may continue to discontinue rarely
used periodicals. We are going to discard all but the last two years of most
magazines presently on file.[I]would recommend that online usage be
considered before purchasing magazines purely for research. (Survey #28)
Most of the subscriptions support the career academy disciplines or vocational
training programs. I order few periodicals just for recreational use-funding is
too scarce. (Survey #29)
[I recommend that you] don't forget to serve the leisure reading interest of your
students. If one student is inspired by an article in print, it was worth the
subscription. (Survey # 31)
We try to maintain periodicals that are related to our curriculum, as well as
recreational materials for our staff and students' enjoyment. (Survey #32)
[I recommend that you] get it online if you can for the obvious reasons. Online
access also lets them access from home in some cases. (Survey #34)
[I recommend that you] make sure hard copy periodicals are relevant to your staff
and students. Always consider suggestions by students and staff for new
periodicals. (Survey #36)
[I recommend that you] spend wisely. Purchase a wide variety of titles that will
appeal to different groups of students. (Survey #38)
[I recommend that you] subscribe for pleasure reading mostly. (Survey #40)
[I recommend that you] get magazines that students enjoy reading, not just those that
will be used for research. If a magazine doesn't get read, it's worthless.
(Survey #43)
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[I recommend that you] study the curricula, databases, and staff and student interests
and needs. (Survey #44)
[I recommend] keen observation of patron usage, [as well as] teacher feedback
[about] class assignments [and] recreational interests. (Survey #46)
[ I recommend that you] know your students' interests and appeal to them with your
periodicals. Don't forget about the teachers, but do not cater to them over the
students. Keep 5 years maximum on file. Offer old periodicals for use by the
teachers. (Survey #47)
EBSCO has made periodical research so easy and convenient. Periodical budgets
can be decreased and used for recreational items. (Survey #50)
[I recommend that you] respond to staff and student requests. (Survey #53)
Almost all archived/back issues should be in electronic format because of
convenience, storage space, and labor issues. This is my second year in the
district and I did not make too many changes for the year. For every
subscription I dropped, I replaced it with something I felt was more
needed. (Survey #55)
Certain magazines will always remain better in print. (Survey #58)
[I recommend that you] make periodicals accessible to students and staff. If you are
not archiving or keeping them on file, recycle for staff to use. (Survey #59)
We are now in the process of evaluating our collection and we will no longer archive
back issues longer than one year. We also allow students to check out back
issues. We also give away back issues to students and teachers at the end of
the year-it's good P.R. (Survey #63).
Since the introduction of computers, students have been using magazines (for any
reason) less and less frequently in this library. (Survey #64)
[I recommend that you] use recommended titles as a base, then supplement with titles
that meet your individual school population needs. A also try to have one
professional journal for each major subject discipline. (Survey #66)
[I recommend that] every year [you] review with teachers [the] trends and news [as]
expressed by students. (Survey #67)
The question for us has always been whether or not to circulate. At this time we do
not. (Survey #71)
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Appendix D:
School media specialists to whom questionnaires were sent
Absegami High School Library
Atlantic City High School Media Center
Atlantic County Institute of Technology Media Center
Audubon High School Library
Buena Regional High School Library
Bridgeton High School Library
Burlington County Institute of Technology Library(Westampton)
Burlington County Institute of Technology Library Medford
Burlington Township High School Media Center
Camden County Technical School Library ( Gloucester Campus)
Camden HS Media Center
Camden High Vocational Complex Library
Cherokee High School North Media Center
Cherokee High School South Media Center
Cherry Hill High School East
Cherry Hill High School West
Cinnaminson High
Clearview Regional
Collingswood High
Cumberland Regional High
Delsea Regional High
Deptford Twp High
Eastern Senior High
Egg Harbor Township High
Florence Township
Gateway Regional
Glassboro High
Gloucester City
Gloucester County Institute of Technology
Haddon Heights High
Haddonfield Memorial High
Hammonton High
Kingsway Regional High
Lenape High
Lindenwold
Lower Cape May Regional High
Mainland Regional High
Middle Township High
Millville Memorial High
Millville Senior High
Moorestown High
Northern Burlington
Oakcrest High
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Ocean City High
Paulsboro Jr. - Sr.

Palmyra High
Pemberton Township
Penns Grove
Pennsauken
Pennsville
Pitman
Pleasantville
Rancocas Valley
Riverside
Salem High
Arthur P. Schalick High
Seneca High
Shawnee High
Sterling High
Triton Regional
Vineland High School North
Vineland High School South
Washington Township
West Deptford
Willingboro High
Williamstown High
Woodrow Wilson
Winslow Township
Woodbury
Woodstown-Pilesgrove
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